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Thank you for taking time to read this. I really hope that as exists only because of Agri-Processors and the business that conservation related businesses, 2 medical clinics, a funeral demption center, 3 insurance sales companies, a hardware electrician business. A Ziegler heavy equipment repair shop, a water conditioning Coop that serves a large part of northern Iowa, 2 farm coops, Postville is home to Allamakee Clayton Co Rural Electric are now gone. ably will suffer greatly without the immigrants in Postville that have been prior to the raid is the Mexican Clothing store on all day. The 3 empty business building they chose to show on was in Postville on Tuesday May 14. The crew was in Postville assistance. Can't afford a babysitter? If your income isn't will make sure you get food stamps, medical aid and fuel aid Agri and apply for work. The jobs are there. Fill the positions and government as any U.S. citizen should, years ago when people were calling in to the INS telling them...